When Screens Go Bad Part II
More common screening problems, their causes and ways to fight back:*
The wire screen cloth is breaking.
Cause: The screen cloth is loose.
Solution: Check the screen cloth for proper tension, and tighten clamps or add “j-bolts” to cross
members, if necessary. If the hardware is loose, retighten or replace as necessary.
Cause: Material feed size may be too large.
Solution: Reduce material feed size or replace the screen with cloth that has larger diameter wires
or a double wire screen cloth designed for applications with heavier feed.
Cause: The screen may not be level, which can cause uneven wear and/or breakage.
Solution: Check to make sure the screen is level. If not, check for broken or sagging springs or settling
in the foundation and replace springs or crib to re-level the screen.
Cause: The material feed may be unevenly distributed.
Solution: Adjust the conveyor or feed source to distribute the material evenly across the width of
the screen.
Rocks are bouncing across and over the side of the screen.
Cause: The screen is underloaded, so there is not enough material weight on the screen, causing
the rocks to bounce.
Solution: Increase the feed.
Cause: The stroke angle is too high, making the material bounce, rather than vibrate on and through
the screen.
Solution: Flatten the stroke angle and/or decrease the stroke amplitude.
Cause: The screen is running too fast, and not allowing the material to reach the screen openings.
Solution: Decrease the screen RPMs.
The screen deck is overflowing.
Cause: The screen is overloaded, and the bed depth is not allowing the material to pass through
the screen openings.
Solution: Decrease the feed.

Tear Here

Cause: The screen is missing a weight plug, or the plugs have been installed improperly.
Solution: Check to make sure that all of the weight plugs are properly inserted.
Cause: The stroke timing is off.
Solution: Increase the RPMs.
* For Common Screening Problems Part I, please refer to Pit & Quarry June 2007, or visit the literature link on www.
majorwire.cc, where you will find all 2007 Production Tips from Major Wire.
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